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Phonon counting and intensity interferometry of a
nanomechanical resonator
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In optics, the ability to measure individual quanta of light
(photons) enables a great many applications, ranging from
dynamic imaging within living organisms1 to secure quantum
communication2. Pioneering photon counting experiments, such
as the intensity interferometry performed by Hanbury Brown and
Twiss3 to measure the angular width of visible stars, have played a
critical role in our understanding of the full quantum nature of
light4. As with matter at the atomic scale, the laws of quantum
mechanics also govern the properties of macroscopic mechanical
objects, providing fundamental quantum limits to the sensitivity
of mechanical sensors and transducers. Current research in cavity
optomechanics seeks to use light to explore the quantum properties of mechanical systems ranging in size from kilogram-mass
mirrors to nanoscale membranes5, as well as to develop technologies for precision sensing6 and quantum information processing7,8.
Here we use an optical probe and single-photon detection to study
the acoustic emission and absorption processes in a silicon nanomechanical resonator, and perform a measurement similar to that
used by Hanbury Brown and Twiss to measure correlations in the
emitted phonons as the resonator undergoes a parametric instability formally equivalent to that of a laser9. Owing to the cavityenhanced coupling of light with mechanical motion, this effective
phonon counting technique has a noise equivalent phonon sensitivity of 0.89 6 0.05. With straightforward improvements to this
method, a variety of quantum state engineering tasks using mesoscopic mechanical resonators would be enabled10, including the
generation and heralding of single-phonon Fock states11 and the
quantum entanglement of remote mechanical elements12,13.
Measurement of the properties of mechanical systems in the
quantum regime typically involves heterodyne detection of a coupled
optical or electrical field, yielding a continuous signal proportional to
the displacement amplitude14. An alternative method, particularly suited to optical read-out, is to utilize photon counting as a means to
probe the quantum dynamics of the coupled optomechanical system15,16. Photon counting can be readily adapted to study intensity
correlations in an optical field, and has been used not only in the
astronomical studies of thermal light using the technique of
Hanbury Brown and Twiss (HBT), but also in early studies of the
photon statistics of laser light and single-atom fluorescence4,17. In
the field of photon-correlation spectroscopy, such intensity interferometry techniques have found widespread application in the measurement of particle and molecular motion in materials18. More recently,
photon counting of Raman scattering events in diamond has heralded
and verified the quantum entanglement of a terahertz phonon shared
between two separate bulk diamond crystals13. In the case of engineered cavity optomechanical systems, much longer phonon coherence times are attainable, albeit at lower mechanical frequencies
(megahertz to gigahertz), which limit the temperature of operation

and the optical power handling capability of such structures.
Quantum optical schemes for manipulation of the quantum state of
motion in cavity optomechanical systems thus rely on a large perphonon scattering rate and efficient detection of scattering events.
Here we embed a high-Q, gigahertz-frequency mechanical resonator
inside an optical nanocavity, greatly enhancing the phonon–photon
coupling rate and channelling optical scattering into a preferred optical
mode for collection. Single-photon detection of this scattered light
then allows for a precise counting of single-phonon emission or
absorption events, effectively phonon counting (although this terminology should not be confused with Fock state detection or
quantum non-demolition measurement of phonon number). The
highly engineered and optimized nature of this optomechanical resonator furthermore yields a sub-phonon-level counting sensitivity of
the intracavity mechanical resonator occupancy.
A conceptual schematic of the phonon counting experiment is
shown in Fig. 1a. The device consists of a patterned silicon nanobeam
which forms an optomechanical crystal (OMC)19,20 able to co-localize
acoustic (mechanical) and optical resonances at frequencies vm and
vc, respectively. Finite-element-method simulations of the acoustic
and optical resonances are shown at the top of Fig. 1a. The
Hamiltonian describing the interaction between the acoustic and
^ int ~Bg0 ^a{ ^að^bz^b{ Þ, where ^að^bÞ is the
optical modes is given by H
annihilation operator for the optical (acoustic) mode, and g0 is the
optomechanical coupling rate, physically representing the optical frequency shift due to the zero-point motion of the acoustic resonator.
This interaction modulates a laser probe with frequency vl to produce
sidebands at frequencies vl 6 vm, analogous to the anti-Stokes and
Stokes sidebands in Raman scattering and corresponding to phonon
absorption or emission, respectively. For a system in the resolved sideband limit, where vm ? k (k is the linewidth of the optical resonance),
the density of states of the optical cavity can be used to resonantly
enhance either scattering process for an appropriately detuned pump.
In particular, applying a large coherent pump red (blue) detuned
from the optical cavity resonance by D 5 vc 2 vl 5 vm (D 5 2vm)
results in an effective interaction Hamiltonian of p
the ﬃ form
^ int ~BGð^a^bz^a{ ^b{ Þ), where G~g0 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
^ int ~BGð^a{ ^bz^
a^b{ Þ (H
nc is the
H
parametrically enhanced optomechanical coupling rate (nc is the intracavity photon number at frequency vl due to the pump laser). In this
case, the output field annihilation operator ^aout can be shown to consist
of a coherent component at frequency vl as well as a component
at frequency vc which is proportional to ^bð^b{ Þ(ref. 21). Sending the
cavity output through a series of narrowband optical filters centred on
the cavity resonance, as shown in Fig. 1a, suppresses the pump so that
photon counting events will correspond directly to counting phonon
absorption (emission) events22. Subsequently directing the filter output
to an HBT set-up in order to measure the second-order photon correlation function g(2)(t) (ref. 3) will then result in a direct measurement
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Figure 1 | Phonon counting and device characterization. a, Schematic of the
phonon counting measurement. The finite element method simulations depict
the displacement field of the acoustic resonance (top, blue bar) and the electric
field of the optical resonance (next down, bar with no colour filling) of the
nanobeam structure. Pump light at optical detuning D 5 6vm is indicated by
the red arrows, while the optomechanically scattered sideband light is
represented by black arrows. The optical cavity output is filtered to reject the
pump, and then detected in a Hanbury Brown and Twiss (HBT) set-up using
two superconducting single photon detectors (SPD1,2). The detector outputs
are used as start/stop pulses in a time-correlated single photon counting
module (TCSPC), yielding the second-order phonon correlation function.
b, Measured power spectral density S(v) of the acoustic resonance.
c, Normalized optical cavity reflection spectrum, R. Pump detunings of
D 5 6vm/(2p) 5 65.6 GHz are indicated by the red and blue dashed lines,
respectively. d, Transmission spectrum of the first (purple) and second
(orange) optical filter, with total filter transmission plotted in black. A is the
pump attenuation factor.

of the normally (anti-normally) ordered second-order phonon correlation function. Although this work deals with measurements of a particular cavity optomechanical system, the nanobeam OMC, numerous
other geometries possess the requisite optomechanical coupling
strength and high mechanical frequency necessary to implement this
phonon counting scheme5.
As described in ref. 20, the nanobeam is patterned in such a way as
to support a ‘breathing’ acoustic resonance at vm/2p 5 5.6 GHz as
well as a fundamental optical resonance at a free-space wavelength near
1,550 nm, with a theoretical vacuum coupling rate of g0/2p 5 860 kHz.
All measurements presented here are performed at room temperature
and pressure. The thermal Brownian motion of the acoustic resonance
manifests as a Lorentzian response centred around vm in the noise
power spectral density (NPSD), S(v), of the cavity reflection photocurrent, as shown in Fig. 1b. The linewidth of this Lorentzian is
c 5 ci 1 cOM, where ci is the intrinsic acoustic energy damping rate
and cOM 5 64G2/k is the optomechanically induced damping rate due
to dynamical back action when pumping on the red or blue sideband,
respectively21. By measuring this linewidth as a function of nc for both
red and blue detuning, we extract ci/2p 5 3 MHz and g0/2p 5 645 kHz.
The optical cavity reflection spectrum shown in Fig. 1c reveals a total
optical energy decay rate of k/2p 5 817 MHz and a decay rate into the
detection channel of ke/2p 5 425 MHz.
To determine the feasibility of the phonon counting scheme for
measurements of the OMC in the quantum regime, one must determine the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). While the signal level depends on
the above-measured optomechanical cavity parameters as well as the
overall efficiency of photon detection, any detection events that do not
correspond to Raman-scattered sideband photons will contribute as
noise. These noise counts originate in dark counts of the single-photon
detectors (SPDs) and photodetection of light at frequencies other than
vc, most notably in the unscattered portion of the laser pump. Two

cascaded tunable, commercially available Fabry–Perot filters (Micron
Optics, FFP-TF2), with bandwidths of 50 MHz and free spectral ranges
of 20 GHz, are used to attenuate the laser pump by a factor A . 80 dB
relative to the peak transmission at vc (see Fig. 1d). The transmission
of the filters is then detected in the HBT apparatus by WSi-based
superconducting nanowire SPDs23 operating at a system detection
efficiency of gSPD < 70% and a dark count rate of Cdark 5 4 Hz.
A useful parameterization of these quantities is the amount of noise
(in units of mechanical occupation quanta) as a proportion of the
signal generated by a single phonon in the OMC. Alternatively, this
noise-equivalent phonon number nNEP can be interpreted as the
mechanical occupation which would produce an SNR of 1. We obtain
nNEP then by dividing the noise count rates by the per-phonon sideband photon count rate CSB,0 5 gjcOMj, where g is the total efficiency
of the set-up, including the system efficiency of the SPDs as well as
optical insertion loss along the path from cavity to detector. For a
coherent pump, this yields:


k2 C dark
kvm 2
zA
ð1Þ
nNEP ~
4gke g02 nc
2ke g0
The above equation makes clear the benefits of large cavity-enhanced
optomechanical coupling g0, both in terms of the low power sensitivity
limited by detector dark counts and the high power sensitivity limited
by pump bleed-through. Further details about the detection set-up,
optical and mechanical spectroscopy, and derivation of nNEP can be
found in the Supplementary Information.
In Fig. 2a we show the measured sensitivity of the phonon counting
set-up for D 5 vm (filled grey circles), as well as the expected theoretical curve (dashed line) given by equation (1). The noise count rate is
measured with the pump beam detuned far off-resonance from the
optical cavity, D ? vm , which eliminates the signal due to motional
sideband photons but does not change the reflected pump signal or
SPD dark counts. To determine CSB,0, the sideband count rate is measured at low nc where back action is negligible and the mechanical
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Figure 2 | Phonon counting sensitivity. a, Noise equivalent phonon number
nNEP versus intracavity photon number nc calculated using the measured signal
and noise count rates for our current set-up (filled grey circles). Solid lines
indicate the theoretically expected contributions due to dark counts (red) and
pump bleed-through (blue), based on the measured system efficiency and pump
suppression, with the sum of the two contributions displayed as a purple dashed
line. Error bars show one s.d. determined from the measured count rates, assuming
Poissonian counting statistics. b, nNEP versus filter–pump detuning Dfilter for
nc < 65, with (red) and without (grey) an additional C-band band-pass filter
inserted. The vertical green line indicates the detuning corresponding to the data
from a, and the horizontal black line indicates the expected limiting sensitivity.
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increase with a simultaneous reduction in linewidth, and in plots of the
in-phase and in-quadrature components of the photocurrent fluctuations, which show a transition from thermal noise to a large-amplitude
sinusoidal oscillation. Also shown in Fig. 3a is the inferred phonon
occupancy Ænæ. Below threshold, the photon count rate is related to Ænæ
via the simple linear relation Ctot 5 gjcOMj(Ænæ 1 1). At and
above threshold, as detailed in the Supplementary Information, selfconsistent determination of the oscillation amplitude indicates that
even at our highest pump power the mechanical amplitude remains
small enough that this linear approximation remains valid.
The statistical properties of the resonator near the self-oscillation
threshold can also be characterized by measuring photon correlations using an HBT set-up as shown in Fig. 1. As noted
earlier, blue-detuned pumping produces anti-normally ordered
phonon correlations. In this case g(2)(t) refers to the anti-normally
ordered second-order phonon correlation function, defined
by g ð2Þ ðtÞ~h^bð0Þ^bðtÞ^b{ ðtÞ^b{ ð0Þi=h^bð0Þ^b{ ð0Þi2 . For measurements
made with a red-detuned pump, as shown in Fig. 4b, g(2)(t)
refers to the normally ordered phonon correlation function,
g ð2Þ ðtÞ~h^b{ ð0Þ^b{ ðtÞ^bðtÞ^bð0Þi=h^b{ ð0Þ^bð0Þi2 . In the case of the classical states measured here, there is no observable difference between
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mode occupancy Ænæ is equal to the room temperature thermal bath
occupancy of nb < 1,100. Since CSB,0 scales linearly with nc, we can
determine CSB,0 for all nc from this single measurement without relying on calibration of the optomechanical back action. We can then
compute nNEP by dividing this noise count rate by CSB,0 at each value of
nc. The measured sensitivity follows the expected curve at low power
due to detector dark counts (solid red curve), but at high nc saturates to
a value several times larger than expected for the filter suppression of
the pump (solid blue curve). In order to better understand this excess
noise, Fig. 2b shows measurements of the nNEP as a function of filter–
pump detuning, Dfilter, at a high power where the pump transmission
dominates the noise (nc < 65). A strong dependence on Dfilter is
observed, with a peak in the noise at 5 GHz and a secondary peak at
6.1 GHz, consistent with the phase noise of our pump laser21. With the
addition of a C-band bandpass filter before the SPD to remove broadband spontaneous emission from the pump laser, and at frequencies
far from the laser phase-noise peaks, the measured nNEP agrees well
with the theoretical predictions based on the filter pump suppression
(horizontal dashed curve). At the relevant detuning of Dfilter 5 vm
(vertical dashed curve), we measure a limiting sensitivity of
nNEP 5 0.89 6 0.05. While this sensitivity is directly measured at nc <
65, nNEP is observed in Fig. 2a to be pump-limited for nc 01, implying
that our current set-up achieves nNEP , 1 for nc of order unity.
In what follows, we focus on measurements made with a bluedetuned pump (D 5 2vm), in which the optomechanical back action
results in instability and self-oscillation of the acoustic resonator9,21.
The Stokes sideband count rate detected on a single SPD, shown versus
nc in Fig. 3a, displays a pronounced threshold, with an exponential
increase in output power beginning at nc < 1,200, where C ; jcOMj/
ci < 0.8, in agreement with the expected onset of instability around
C 5 1 (c 5 0). This sharp oscillation threshold can also be observed
from the measured noise power spectral density (NPSD; Fig. 3b), in
which the amplitude of the mechanical spectrum is seen to rapidly
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Figure 3 | Phonon lasing. a, Phonon count rate (blue: left-hand vertical axis)
and inferred phonon occupancy Ænæ (red: right-hand vertical axis) as a function
of intracavity photon number nc for D 5 2vm. Dashed lines indicate points
below (blue), at (green) and above (magenta) threshold. b, Noise power spectral
densities (NPSD) corresponding to the dashed lines in a. The small satellite
peaks in the thermal emission background of the above-threshold spectrum
correspond to beating of the phonon laser line with low-frequency modes of the
nanobeam structure. c, Phase plots of the in-phase (I) and in-quadrature (Q)
amplitudes of the optical heterodyne signal for each of the dashed lines in
a, acquired in a 36 MHz span around 5.588 GHz over a 60 s time interval.
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Figure 4 | Phonon intensity correlations. a, Normalized anti-normally
ordered second-order intensity correlation function g(2)(t) for D 5 2vm,
shown below, at and above threshold (left, middle and right, respectively).
Green lines show a simple exponential fit, while black lines indicate the expected
theoretical curve using decay rates measured from fitting the NPSD linewidth.
b, Phonon correlation at zero time delay versus nc for D 5 2vm (blue) and
D 5 vm (red). The top and bottom dashed lines indicate the expected values for
purely thermal or displaced thermal states (DTS), respectively. Error bars show
one s.d. determined from the fit value of g(2)(0). c, Mechanical decay rate versus
nc for D 5 2vm, determined from the measured linewidth of the NPSD
(circles) and from the exponential fit to g(2)(t) (diamonds). d, Fano factor versus
nc. Error bars show one s.d. determined from the measured count rates,
assuming Poissonian counting statistics, and the fit value of g(2)(0).
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the normally and anti-normally ordered correlation functions. As the
oscillation threshold is crossed, the state of the acoustic resonator will
transition from a thermal state into a displaced thermal state (DTS),
and the normalized phonon intensity correlation function near t 5 0
should show a transition from bunching (g(2)(0) . 1) to Poissonian
statistics (g(2)(t) 5 1 for all t). Plots of g(2)(t) below, at, and above threshold are shown in Fig. 4a. Below threshold, bunching is clearly
visible, with g(2)(0) 5 2 as expected for a purely thermal state. In Fig. 4b
g(2)(0) is plotted versus nc for both blue- and red-detuned pump light.
For a blue-detuned pump, a smooth decrease from g(2)(0) 5 2 to
g(2)(0) 5 1 is observed in the threshold region, while for a red-detuned
pump, the oscillator is observed to remain in a thermal state through
threshold and beyond. The decay rate of the acoustic resonator, measured from both the linewidth of the NPSD and from an exponential fit
to g(2)(t) below threshold, is plotted in Fig. 4c. The decay rate as
measured from the NPSD, which includes both phase and amplitude
fluctuations, is seen to increase around threshold before continuing to
decrease. This behaviour is commonly observed in semiconductor
lasers where a coupling exists between the gain and the cavity refractive
index, and a similar effect arises in optomechanical oscillators due
to the optical spring effect24. The decay rate measured from g(2)(t),
on the other hand, which measures intensity fluctuations, begins
to deviate from the measured linewidth in the vicinity of threshold.
Thermal phonon emission dictates a strict correspondence between
the second-order and first-order coherence functions4; however,
above threshold where the phonon statistics are no longer purely
thermal, such a deviation is possible, and in fact predicted for selfsustaining oscillators25. The Fano factor, defined as F 5 (Dn)2/Ænæ 5
1 1 Ænæ(g(2)(0) 2 1), provides additional statistical information about
the fluctuations of the oscillator, and is useful for defining a precise
oscillator threshold26 as well as distinguishing between states that may
have similar or identical values of g(2)(0) (for example, a coherent state
versus a DTS)24. The Fano factor of our mechanical oscillator, computed from the measured g(2)(0) and the inferred values of Ænæ, is
displayed in Fig. 4d and shows the expected increase and peak in
fluctuations at threshold. Above threshold, the Fano factor drops again
due to saturation in the optomechanical gain, approaching a measured
value consistent with that expected for a DTS (F < 2nb 1 1).
Although we have emphasized the analogy between the optomechanical oscillator studied here and a laser, there are unique differences
which arise owing to the intrinsically nonlinear nature of the radiation
pressure interaction in an optomechanical cavity. Recent theoretical
studies15,24,27 indicate that a laser-driven optomechanical oscillator will
enter a non-classical mechanical state with anti-bunched phonon statistics (F , 1), and under slightly more restrictive conditions, strongly
negative Wigner density. Surprisingly, this is predicted to be observable
even for classical parameters, that is, outside the single-photon strongcoupling regime (g0/k , 1), and in the presence of thermal noise.
Beyond phonon correlation spectroscopy of optomechanical oscillators,
it is envisioned that sensitive photon counting of the filtered motional
sidebands may be used in the preparation and heralding of nonGaussian quantum states of a mechanical resonator10. For the OMC
cavities of this work, with their large optomechanical coupling rate
and near millisecond-long thermal decoherence time at temperatures
less than 1 K (ref. 28), the phonon addition and subtraction processes of
ref. 10 should be realizable with high fidelity and at rates approaching a
megahertz. Whether for studies of the quantum behaviour of mesoscopic mechanical objects or in the context of proposed quantum
information processing architectures using phonons and photons8, such
photon counting methods are an attractive way of introducing a
quantum nonlinearity into the cavity optomechanical system.
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